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Besides helping you to easily obtain all the most important information about your
photos, you can use the Photo Info Tool to examine the details such as EXIF data, GPS

information, and much more. You can view the following EXIF data fields: • GPS
information • UTC (Universal Coordinated Time) • Shutter speed • White balance •

Color temperature You can also use the Photo Info Tool to generate a detailed report
about all the pictures in a selected directory with the help of EXIF information, GPS,

Date/Time, and File size. In addition to examining this detailed report, you can also get
all the settings from your camera including the camera model and serial number, the

settings used at the time of taking the pictures, and the file name. You can also
generate a detailed report about all the files in a selected folder with their EXIF data,

GPS information, Date/Time, and File size. Moreover, you are welcome to filter the
current directory by a specified Camera Model, Serial Number, Format, and Metering

Mode. The program supports the following file formats: RAW, CRW, JPG, TIFF, BMP, GIF,
PCD, TIF, and other formats. Main functions: • View the detailed information about your
photos. • Generate a detailed report about all the items in a selected directory. • View
the settings, including EXIF information, GPS information, Date/Time, and File size. •
View the settings from the camera including Camera Model, Serial Number, Format,
and Metering Mode. • Allow you to filter the current directory by a specified Camera

Model, Serial Number, Format, and Metering Mode. - Business Card Print Setup - Create
business cards with your favorite photos. * Customize any business card template. *
Import images from folders or directly from camera memory card. * Print business

cards or Photo Paper Protected Prints (PPC). * Save and share your image libraries with
your friends. * Print multiple business cards at once. * Export the print to PDF. * Smart
print preview * Export to image formats such as PDF, JPEG, GIF, PNG or TIFF. * Sort and
organize your business card gallery. * Print business cards of just the photos you want.

* Easily print pictures from your mobile phone. ExiPhoto Business Card Maker is
designed to help you create, print and organize business cards using your photos and

personal texts. Who else wants to
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2) Free Picture Tools with a Software Addon DSCN Photo Downloader is a sophisticated
utility developed for processing digital images using the most recent compression

methods. DSCN Photo Downloader Features: - can support both batch and single-file
downloading - supports the widest range of image formats known to Photo Downloader:
JPG, GIF, BMP, TIF, PNG, WEBP, PSD, JPEG 2000, SVG, EMF, TGA and others - allows you
to download images from FTP, HTTP, Gopher and web services. - gives you the chance
to pick images from the hard drive or display them in the specified folder. - can count

the number of pictures or the memory they occupy in your computer - supports
different ways for downloading image thumbnails The ability to convert JPG, GIF, TIF,

BMP, PNG, WEBP, PSD, JPEG 2000, SVG and EMF files is in a really large list of features
offered by the free picture downloader. Besides, it is possible to determine the file sizes
using the built-in features, so it is pretty easy to find out what type of files will occupy

the most memory. It is interesting to learn that the utility is based on a very simple
user interface, which renders the entire operation super-easy. Bottom line DSCN Photo

Downloader proves to be a really powerful software solution for processing digital
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pictures using a set of efficient features, as it allows to easily browse through the
folders in your computer and download images using the most recent compression

methods. 3) Picture Downloader Pro Picture Downloader Pro is a powerful yet easy-to-
use utility developed to solve your problems concerning pictures. With this piece of

software, you will be able to download pictures by dragging and dropping them to the
free picture downloader window. Once it is done, you can easily convert images into

the folders that will be used by other programs. Picture Downloader Pro features
Besides, you have the ability to use the built-in batch conversion method or several

types of photo scripts for converting pictures into other formats. This means that you
will be able to process numerous files at the same time. Another thing worth

mentioning is the fact that Picture Downloader Pro enables you to select images from
your hard drive or display them in the specified folder. You are also able to set your

own actions for each image (preview, delete, sort) and further use b7e8fdf5c8
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TSR Photo Manager is a software application developed specifically for helping you view
images stored in your computer, delete the selected items, as well as sort the pictures.
Straightforward looks and supported file formats You are welcomed by a well-organized
set of functions that enables you to carry out most operations with minimal effort.
Basically, it proves to be extremely easy to work with this tool, as it offers support for
hotkeys for simplifying most of the tasks, such as deleting files and sorting data. The
program enables you to select the folder that contains the images that you want to
process using the built-in browse button or "drag and drop" operations. It works with
the following file formats: EXR, GIF, ICO, JPEG, RAW, XPM, TIFF, SGI, PNG, PFM, PCX,
PSD, and others. Main functions TSR Photo Manager gives you the possibility to sort all
your photos from the specified directories, move items to the Recycle Bin, as well as
use the arrow keys on your keyboard for browsing throughout the entire folder or
simply click on the desired thumbnail for viewing the picture. What’s more, you are
allowed to set up actions for each picture (deletion or sorting) and execute all actions
that you have marked. During our testing we have noticed that TSR Photo Manager
carries out a task very quickly. It is quite friendly with system resources, so the overall
performance of the computer is not hampered. Since it doesn’t require much computer
knowledge to set up the dedicated parameters, even rookies can master the entire
process with minimal effort. Bottom line All in all, TSR Photo Manager offers a simple
yet efficient software solution for helping you browse throughout a large photo
collection with minimal effort, as well as delete or sort the items. Download TSR Photo
Manager at Softonic: TSR Photo Manager is a software application developed
specifically for helping you view images stored in your computer, delete the selected
items, as well as sort the pictures. Straightforward looks and supported file formats You
are welcomed by a well-organized set of functions that enables you to carry out most
operations with minimal effort. Basically, it proves to be extremely easy to work with
this tool, as it offers support for hotkeys for simplifying most of the tasks, such as
deleting files and sorting data.

What's New in the?

TSR Photo Manager is a software application developed specifically for helping you view
images stored in your computer, delete the selected items, as well as sort the pictures.
Straightforward looks and supported file formats You are welcomed by a well-organized
set of functions that enables you to carry out most operations with minimal effort.
Basically, it proves to be extremely easy to work with this tool, as it offers support for
hotkeys for simplifying most of the tasks, such as deleting files and sorting data. The
program enables you to select the folder that contains the images that you want to
process using the built-in browse button or "drag and drop" operations. It works with
the following file formats: EXR, GIF, ICO, JPEG, RAW, XPM, TIFF, SGI, PNG, PFM, PCX,
PSD, and others. Main functions TSR Photo Manager gives you the possibility to sort all
your photos from the specified directories, move items to the Recycle Bin, as well as
use the arrow keys on your keyboard for browsing throughout the entire folder or
simply click on the desired thumbnail for viewing the picture. What’s more, you are
allowed to set up actions for each picture (deletion or sorting) and execute all actions
that you have marked. During our testing we have noticed that TSR Photo Manager
carries out a task very quickly. It is quite friendly with system resources, so the overall
performance of the computer is not hampered. Since it doesn’t require much computer
knowledge to set up the dedicated parameters, even rookies can master the entire
process with minimal effort. Bottom line All in all, TSR Photo Manager offers a simple
yet efficient software solution for helping you browse throughout a large photo
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collection with minimal effort, as well as delete or sort the items. Download Ative WM
Photo Viewer For Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Full Version Active WM Photo Viewer 2010
can preview your images and burn images and video onto disks without using any extra
software. Once you launch Active WM Photo Viewer, you can preview and adjust all
pictures without using any extra software. It’s a perfect photo or video viewer. 2. Image
Gallery Software Download Snapinator Pro 2009 for Windows 7/8/XP Snapinator Pro
2009 is a special image viewer for Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 which offers many
new features. Snapinator Pro 2009 lets you preview your images
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: WinXP, Win 7, Mac OS X 10.4, or Linux Kernel 2.6 or higher Processor:
Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz Memory: 2 GB Graphics: GeForce GTX 550 TI 1GB or Radeon
HD 5750 Hard Disk: 10 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
3.4 GHz Memory: 4
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